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Abstract In recent years, the increasing penetration level

of renewable generation and combined heat and power

(CHP) technology in power systems is leading to signifi-

cant changes in energy production and consumption pat-

terns. As a result, the integrated planning and optimal

operation of a multi-carrier energy (MCE) system have

aroused widespread concern for reasonable utilization of

multiple energy resources and efficient accommodation of

renewable energy sources. In this context, an integrated

demand response (IDR) scheme is designed to coordinate

the operation of power to gas (P2G) devices, heat pumps,

diversified storage devices and flexible loads within an

extended modeling framework of energy hubs. Subse-

quently, the optimal dispatch of interconnected electricity,

natural gas and heat systems is implemented considering

the interactions among multiple energy carriers by utilizing

the bi-level optimization method. Finally, the proposed

method is demonstrated with a 4-bus multi-energy system

and a larger test case comprised of a revised IEEE 118-bus

power system and a 20-bus Belgian natural gas system.

Keywords Multi-carrier energy (MCE) system,

Diversified storage device, Integrated demand response

(IDR), Smart energy hub (SEH), Power to gas (P2G), Heat

pump

1 Introduction

In recent years, the organization patterns of the global

energy systems have been greatly evolved with the rapid

development and wide applications of renewable genera-

tion and energy storage technologies. In the meantime,

electric power systems, natural gas systems, heat systems

as well as others, have the tendency of being intercon-

nected and coordinated by cutting-edge information tech-

nology to improve the overall economic efficiency of a

multi-carrier energy (MCE) system and accommodate the
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ever-increasing capacity of renewable energy generation.

Given this background, extensive research work has been

focused on the integrated planning and optimal operation

of multi-carrier energy systems in recent years [1–4].

To build a general modeling framework for MCE sys-

tems, the concept of the ‘‘energy hub’’ was proposed with a

transition matrix to represent the process of distribution,

conversion and storage of different energy carriers [5].

Planning and operation problems of multi-carrier systems

have been studied in the presented framework. For exam-

ple, a broad spectrum of modeling extensions and appli-

cations of energy hubs are discussed in [6–8]. The size and

operation strategy of combined cooling, heat and power, as

well as auxiliary boiler for users are optimized in [9].

Interconnected energy hubs are optimally designed and

sized in [10]. The combined optimization problem of

coupled multi-carrier power flows is addressed in [11] and

[12].

Demand response (DR) programs are applied to reduce

peak loads by changing energy usage patterns of end users

based on energy prices or pre-designed incentives [13].

Furthermore, the notion of demand response can be

expanded to the mutual alternatives and conversions of

different energy carriers at the energy demand side. The

integrated demand response (IDR) program [14] can not

only adjust the quantity of the end demand, but also switch

the form of the consumed energy with economic incen-

tives. The optimal dispatch for a single energy hub with

conversion, storage, and demand side management capa-

bilities is studied in [15], but the coordinated operation of

interconnected hubs is not addressed. Much research work

has been done on optimal operation of energy hubs with

demand side resources in the electricity market environ-

ment in [14, 16–19]. The interaction among smart energy

hubs (SEHs), i.e. energy hubs equipped with smart grid

technologies, is formulated as a non-cooperative game and

solved by a distributed algorithm in [16–18], but the end

demand shifts are not taken into account. Based on

[16–18], further studies are made in [14] and [19] to take

the end demand shifts into consideration. To the best of our

knowledge, the coordinated scheduling of conventional

thermal generation units, renewable energy sources and

SEHs, as well as the integrated applications of power to gas

(P2G) devices, heat pumps, multiple kinds of energy

storages, flexible loads has not yet been systematically

addressed in existing publications.

Diversified storage devices are playing more and more

important roles in modern energy systems, and could be

incorporated into the modeling framework of energy hubs.

It is expected that energy carrier and storage methods will

become diversified in MCE systems. For example, the

power to gas (P2G) technology and hence natural gas

storage provide a new way for energy storage [20]. The

existing natural gas pipeline and storage equipment can be

well utilized with no or marginal additional investment.

The benefits of P2G are assessed in [21–23]. Driven by

electricity, heat pumps draw the natural heat and provide to

users with superior operational efficiency. The superfluous

renewable energy can also be converted into and stored in

the form of heat, and hence the adjustments of the electric

power flow and heat flow can be achieved by scheduling

the heat pumps [24].

In order to fully utilize potentials of the MCE system,

the optimal operation strategy of interconnected electricity,

natural gas and heat systems with diversified storage

devices and IDRs is addressed in this work. The modeling

framework of a SEH is extended with P2G devices, heat

pumps, diversified storage devices equipped and IDR

programs implemented. On this basis, a bi-level opti-

mization model is established to build a coordinated

strategy for optimal operation of MCE systems including

conventional thermal units, renewable energy resources

and SEHs. The overall energy efficiency and the capability

of accommodating fluctuant generation outputs from

renewable energy sources are evaluated within the pro-

posed modeling framework.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. An

extended modeling framework of energy hubs is presented

in Sect. 2. The optimal operation scheme of SEHs with

diversified storage devices incorporated and IDR program

implemented is elaborated in Sect. 3. Based on the devel-

oped model, a coordinated bi-level optimization framework

of MCE systems is presented in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, case

studies are carried out to demonstrate the basic character-

istics and effectiveness of the proposed method. The paper

is concluded in Sect. 6.

2 Modeling framework of an energy hub

2.1 Energy hub concept

As an interface between various energy producers,

energy transmission facilities and end users, an energy hub

takes responsibility for the inputs and outputs of multi-

carrier energy flows, the conversions between energy

forms, the storage of energies, and the others. The eco-

nomic efficiency of an energy hub can be achieved by

optimally dispatching different energy carriers.

1) Energy conversion

An energy hub integrates a variety of energy converters

such as transformers, gas turbines, gas furnaces and heat

exchangers, where inputs/outputs of multiple energy car-

riers are usually available. The mathematical relationship

between the inputs and outputs of an energy hub can be
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described by a coupling matrix C, which can be formulated

as:
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where P = [P1, P2, …, P1]
T and L = [L1, L2, …, Ln]

T

respectively represent the inputs and outputs of different

energy carriers in an energy hub, such as electricity, natural

gas, heat, biomass energy and hydrogen energy; cij denotes

a designated element/an entry of C that stands for a specific

correspondence between Li and Pj, which will be further

analyzed in the latter section.

2) Energy storage

Energy storage technology has been widely utilized in

electric power systems to smooth the fluctuations caused

by renewable energy sources, and hence to improve the

operation security and economics of the power system

concerned [25–27]. However, the energy storage methods

and characteristics will be more diverse and complicated

when introducing other energy carriers, as stated in the

previous section.

As energies can be stored in different carriers in a

multiple-energy system, energy storage can also be

described by a matrix in the energy hub modeling frame-

work, and as shown as [15, 28]:
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where E=[E1, E2, …, E1]
T and E

0
=[E1

0
, E2

0
, …, En

0
]T

respectively represent the original energy input vector

through energy storages and the modified energy output

vector of the energy hub; S denotes the energy storage

coupling matrix; sij, an element of S, describes the corre-

sponding relationship between Ei

0
and Ej.

3) DR

In a multiple-energy system, the DR schemes involve

energy demand shifts and energy carrier conversions. As

DR also changes the energy consumption patterns within

various energy carriers, it can be regarded as an equivalent

energy storage device.

Within the aforementioned energy hub framework, the

DR output vector DL can be seen as a correction of the

output vector L of the energy hub. The expression of DR

can be described as follows [15, 28]:
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where DL1, DL2, …, DLn and R1, R2, …, R1 respectively

denote the elements of DL and R, which are the energy

demand change vector and the equivalent energy input/

output vector through the virtual energy storages; D de-

notes a response coupling matrix; dij denotes the ij-th entry

of D, which gives the mutually alternative and conversion

relationship between DLi and Rj.

As the correction of the energy outputs caused by energy

storages and DRs should be integrated in the energy hub

modeling framework, the mathematical expression can be

unified as:

Lþ E0 þ DL ¼ C S Dð Þ
P
E
R

0
@

1
A ð4Þ

Assuming L0 = L ? E0 ? DL, C0 = [C S D], P0 = [P E

R]T, then (4) can be rewritten as:

L0 � C0P0 ¼ 0 ð5Þ

2.2 Modeling of an energy hub with P2G and heat

pumps

The imported energy of an energy hub will be assigned,

stored and converted to meet the requirement of end users.

For instance, a simple energy hub with a transformer, a

CHP unit and a furnace is illustrated in Fig. 1a.

In Fig. 1, Pe and Pg represent the inputs of electric

power and natural gas, respectively; Le and Lh represent the

outputs of electric power and heat, respectively; Lg
0 and Pg

0

represent the output of the P2G unit and the equivalent

natural gas input of the energy hub, respectively.

The mapping between input ports and output ports is

determined by the efficiencies of the converters and the

dispatching factors of different input carriers among these

converters. Taking the simple energy hub in Fig. 1a as an

example, the energy flows between the input and output

ports can be represented as:

Le
Lh

� �
¼ gT vgCHPe

0 vgCHPh þ ð1� vÞgFUR

� �
Pe

Pg

� �
ð6Þ

where Pe and Pg represent the electricity and natural gas

input flows, respectively; Le and Lh represent the electricity

and heat output flows, respectively; v (0 B v B 1) is a

dispatching factor introduced to distribute the natural gas

input between the CHP and the gas furnace; gT, gFUR,
gCHPe and gCHPh represent the transformer efficiency, gas
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furnace thermal efficiency, CHP unit electric efficiency and

thermal efficiency, respectively.

The P2G technology is able to transform water into

hydrogen or methane, which are the major components of

synthetic natural gas (SNG). The efficiency of the P2G

technology is around 60%–80% according to a recent study

[22]. Generally, the P2G technology is recognized as a

novel method to store, transport and reutilize the excessive

electric power generation of renewable energy sources

[29]. An energy hub incorporating the P2G technology as

well as electricity, heat and natural gas storages is shown in

Fig. 1b. With a P2G device in an energy hub, the following

mathematical relationship can be attained:

Le
Lh
L0g

2
4

3
5¼

ugT vgCHPe
0 vgCHPh þ ð1� vÞgFUR

ð1� uÞge2g 0

2
4

3
5 Pe

Pg

� �

ð7Þ

where a dispatching factor u (0 B u B 1) is introduced to

define the allocation of electric power between the trans-

former and the P2G unit; v (0 B v B 1) is introduced to

define the allocation of natural gas between the CHP unit

and the gas furnace; Lg
0 represents the output gas flow of

the P2G plant; ge2g is the efficiency of the P2G plant.

Based on the energy conservation law, the natural gas

consumed by CHPs and gas furnaces equals to the total

quantity of natural gas from the input of the energy hub, the

output of gas storage devices and the output of P2G plants.

Thus, the following constraints should be added to

accommodate the impact of P2G plants:

P0
gðtÞ ¼ PgðtÞ þ L0gðtÞ ð8Þ

where Pg(t) and Pg
0(t) represent the actual and equivalent

natural gas inputs of the energy hub concerned at time t,

respectively; Lg
0(t) denotes the value of Lg

0 at time t.

In this work, the interaction between electric power and

heat is based on the operation of heat pumps in an energy

hub. The performance of a heat pump is usually evaluated

by the coefficient of performance (COP), which is defined

by the ratio of power and heat quantity conducting from

lower temperature objects to higher temperature objects.

The COP of a heat pump generally ranges from 3 to 4 [24].

A heat pump is further incorporated in Fig. 1c. To integrate

heat pumps, (6) can be further extended to the following

formulation:
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2
4

3
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ð1� u� hÞge2g 0

2
4

3
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ð9Þ

where h (0 B h B 1) is a dispatching factor to define the

allocation proportion of electric power consumed by the

heat pump; COPh denotes the value of COP of the con-

sidered heat pump.

3 IDR programs in SEHs

An energy hub is called a SEH if it is equipped with

modern communication, computing and control technolo-

gies. The SEH receives or sends data such as energy prices,

end demands and their operational schedules from or to the

Pe Le

Pg

Lh

Transformer

CHP

Furnace

(a) A simple energy hub

Le

Lh

Transformer

CHP

Gas 
storage

Batteries

Heat 
storage

Pe

Pg
Lg'

Pg'

P2G

Furnace

(b) A hybrid energy hub containing diversified storage devices

Lh

Transformer

CHP

Gas 
storage

Batteries

Heat 
storagePg

Lg'

Pg'

P2G

Heat 
pump

Furnace

LePe

(c) A hybrid energy hub containing diversified 
storage devices and heat pumps

Fig. 1 Examples of energy hubs
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system operator by two-way communication facilities

[19].

DR programs provide users more flexibility at the

demand side, and have been widely studied and applied in

some power companies [30]. In a MCE system, users also

have the flexibilities to choose from various energy carriers

in certain ranges. Thus, the economic incentive provided to

one kind of energy carrier may lead to demand changes of

others. As a result, the mechanisms of IDR in a MCE

system will be more complicated. In general, the effects of

IDR can be embodied in two aspects. On the one hand, it is

‘‘quantity adjustment’’, which means that the end demand

can be shifted throughout the timeline. For example, the

load management of an individual energy carrier is a rep-

resentative DR, i.e. shifting energy demand. On the other

hand, it is ‘‘carrier conversion’’, which means that one kind

of energy demand can be supplied by other alternative

energy resources at the demand side. For instance, the heat

loads consumed by end users can be provided by the heat

outputs of SEHs that are converted from either the

imported natural gas or the imported electric power. In this

section, the optimal operation strategy of the IDR programs

in SEHs incorporating diversified storage devices and

flexible loads is comprehensively studied.

3.1 Objective function

When the IDR program is implemented in a MCE sys-

tem, SEHs adjust the energy consumption of end users and

control the internal converters and energy storage devices

according to the broadcast energy prices to minimize the

operating cost and the dissatisfaction level of energy

consumers.

The terminal loads at the output side of a SEH can be

categorized into uninterrupted loads and several groups of

flexible loads according to their flexible features and

impacts on the satisfaction level of customers. For exam-

ple, the comfort experience of customers will be impacted

by load shifting of air conditioning to some extent, but will

not be interfered by reasonable scheduling of charging

electric vehicles. As the dissatisfaction of customers is

related to the energy demand change, it is assumed that the

dissatisfactory degrees of energy consumers rise with the

square of quantities of energy demand change [31]. The

dissatisfactory degree function of SEH i at time t can be

expressed as:

fdissat ¼
XNRðeÞ

r

bi;e;rDl
2
i;e;rðtÞ þ

XNRðhÞ

r

bi;h;rDl
2
i;h;rðtÞ ð10Þ

where Dli,e,r(t) and Dli,h,r(t) denote the r-th electric and heat

demand changes of SEH i at time t, respectively; bi,e,r and
bi,h,r denote the dissatisfaction factor of users

corresponding to Dli,e,r(t) and Dli,h,r(t), respectively; NR(-

e) and NR(h) denote the numbers of electric and heat

flexible loads, respectively.

The objective of each SEH is to minimize the sum of

energy purchasing costs and dissatisfaction costs of end

users.

min
XNT

t

x1 Pri;eðtÞPi;eðtÞ þ Pri;gðtÞPi;gðtÞ
� �

þ x2fdissat

ð11Þ

where Pi,e(t) (Pi,g(t)) and Pri,e(t) (Pri,g(t)) denote the con-

sumed electricity(natural) gas and their prices in SEH i at

time t, respectively; x1 and x2 respectively denote the

weighting coefficients of energy purchasing costs and

dissatisfaction costs of consumers, and both are set to 0.5 in

this paper; NT denotes the number of considered time

periods.

3.2 Constraints

The constraints concerning the operation of each energy

hub must be respected. Generally, the operation constraints

of each energy hub consist of energy balance equations and

the operation limitations of the concerned components such

as converters, energy storage devices and DRs.

1) Energy balances and constraints of converters

L0
i;t � C0

i;tP
0
i;t ¼ 0 ð12Þ

Pi;a �Pi;aðtÞ�Pi;a ð13Þ

Pi;a;k � vi;a;kðtÞPi;aðtÞ�Pi;a;k ð14Þ

0� vi;a;kðtÞ� 1 8i 2 SH ; a 2 SEðiÞ; k 2 SCðiÞ ð15Þ
X
k

vi;a;kðtÞ ¼ 1 ð16Þ

where Pi,t
0, Li,t

0 and Ci,t
0 denote the input vector, output

vector and coupling matrix in (5) of SEH i at time t; Pi,a(t)

denotes the a-th carrier’s input in Pi,t
0; vi,a,k(t) denotes the

dispatching proportion representing the percentage of

Pi,a(t) that flows into the k-th converter; Pi,a/Pi;a and Pi,a,k/

Pi;a;k denote the lower/upper limits of Pi,a(t) and those of

the k-th converter, respectively; SH, SE(i) and SC(i) denote

the set of SEHs, input energy carriers and energy con-

verters, respectively.

2) Energy storage constraints

The capability of a battery in enhancing the accommo-

dation of fluctuant renewable generation output is depen-

dent on its capacity, rated charging/discharging power,

charging/discharging efficiencies and energy loss rates over

time. Similarly, the heat storages are restricted by the

capacities of insulated containers, limitations of input and
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output heat flows, storage efficiencies and heat losses. It is

assumed that the stored energy level at the end of the

dispatching period concerned is equal to that at the

beginning, so that the dispatching of energy storage can be

repeated, and different dispatching schemes comparable.

The constraints of multi-period electricity/heat storages can

be expressed as follows:

Si;e=hðtÞ ¼ 1� ce=h
� �

Si;e=hðt � 1Þ þ ðEI
i;e=hðtÞn

I
e=h

� EO
i;e=hðtÞ=n

O
e=hÞ ð17Þ

Si;e=h � Si;e=hðtÞ� Si;e=h ð18Þ

Si;e=hðt0Þ ¼ Si;e=hðtendÞ ð19Þ

EI
i;e=hðtÞEO

i;e=hðtÞ ¼ 0 ð20Þ

where Si,e/h(t) represents the state of energy stored in

electricity/heat storage devices of SEH i at time t; Si,e/h and

Si;e=h respectively denote the lower and upper bounds of

Si,e/h(t); Ei,e/h
I (t) and Ei,e/h

O (t) represent input and output

electricity/heat flows of SEH i at time t, respectively; ne/h
I

and ne/h
O stand for the input and output efficiency of the

electricity/heat storage, respectively; ce/h denotes the self-

discharge rate/heat lose rate of the electricity/heat energy

storages; t0 and tend denote the starting time and end time of

the operation period, respectively.

Synthetic natural gas generated by P2G devices can be

stored when the power generated from renewable energy

sources is redundant. It is assumed that the loss of natural

gas storage is negligible, and the initial stored natural gas

level is equal to that at the end of a dispatching period as

well, i.e., the net quantity of gas flow through gas storage

equals to zero throughout the dispatching period. Multi-

period boundary constraints of natural gas storages can be

expressed as:

Si;gðtÞ ¼ Si;gðt � 1Þ þ Ei;gðtÞ ð21Þ

Si;g � Si;gðtÞ� Si;g ð22Þ

Xtend
t¼t0

Ei;gðtÞ ¼ 0 ð23Þ

where Si,g(t) denotes the quantity of natural gas stored in

the storage tank of SEH i at time t; Ei,g(t) denotes the

natural gas input/output flow of SEH i at time t; Si,g and Si;g
denote the lower and upper bounds of Si,g(t), respectively.

3) DR constraints

Within the DR framework, some energy consumption

can be transferred from peak periods to valley periods as

well as from scarcest energy carriers to abundant energy

carriers. However, arbitrary adjustments of load demands

of customers may not always feasible and acceptable. As a

result, the implementation of DR should always respect the

customers’ choices. Moreover, the total quantity of energy

consumption throughout the day should be maintained at

an acceptable level to ensure that the DR schemes will not

affect the operation of SEHs in the following time periods.

Thus, it is assumed that the daily energy demand at the load

side remain unchanged with the introduction of DRs.

The boundaries of DRs of different energy carriers are

unified in a series of generalized expressions to simplify

the problem formulation.

XNRðe=hÞ

r

Dli;e=h;rðtÞ ¼ DLi;e=hðtÞ ð24Þ

Dli;e=h;rðtÞ�Dli;e=h;rðtÞ�Dli;e=h;rðtÞ ð25Þ

Ri;e=h;rðtnÞ�
Xtn
t¼t0

Dli;e=h;rðtÞ�Ri;e=h;rðtnÞ ð26Þ

Xtend
t¼t0

Dli;e=h;rðtÞ ¼ 0 ð27Þ

where DLi,e/h(t) denote the total electricity/heat load

adjustment of SEH i at time t; Dli,e/h,r(t) and Dli;e=h;rðtÞ
denote the lower and upper bounds of Dli,e/h,r(t) within the

customers’ discretion, respectively; Ri,e/h,r(tn) and

Ri;e=h;rðtnÞ denote the lower and upper limit of the r-th total

electricity/heat load adjustment from t0 to tn, and t0 Btn
Btend.

4 Optimal dispatch of a multi-carrier energy
system

In a MCE system, a favorable dispatch strategy of

energy flows, energy storages and IDR programs should

contribute to the efficient utilization of various energy

sources and the enhanced accommodation of renewable

energy generation. In this section, a comprehensive opti-

mization framework of a MCE system including inter-

connected SEHs, multi-carrier energy production and

transmission systems is established to improve the overall

operation efficiency.

With data received from SEHs including terminal

demands of customers, flexible loads and internal config-

urations, a bi-level programming procedure is carried out

by the system operator to attain an optimal operation

strategy of the MCE system. The optimal power flow of the

multi-carrier energy system is implemented in the upper-

level to attain the day-ahead generating unit schedule and

natural gas purchasing strategy, and the nodal prices of

electricity and natural gas can be calculated to guide the

employed strategies of SEHs. Subsequently, the decision-
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making process of each SEH is simulated in the lower level

to minimize its operating costs and dissatisfactions costs of

energy consumers based on nodal prices. The decision-

making processes of SEHs are assumed to be completely

rational. The optimized energy schedules of SEHs will be

returned to the system operator for verification. Through

iterations between these two levels, the optimal operation

strategy of the MCE system can be achieved. The decision-

making process of SEHs has already been described in

Sect. 3, the optimization model of the multi-carrier energy

system and the detailed solving approaches are presented in

this section.

4.1 Objective function

Independent SEHs are interconnected through energy

transmission systems which take responsibilities of the

physical connections and energy transmissions among

different SEHs. From the perspective of the system oper-

ator, the input energy of the SEH can be regarded as the

load of the multi-carrier system. Specifically, the electricity

transmission network and natural gas transmission network

are discussed in this section. For example, the input side of

SEH i may be connected to bus x in the electric power

system and bus m in the natural gas network, so there exists

a designated mapping relationship: i ? (x, m).

From a systematic perspective, minimizing the total

energy consumption cost of all energy carriers in a given

time period is the objective. The cost of electric power and

natural gas can be appropriately formulated as a quadratic

function, and then the objective can be expressed as:

min
XNT

t

XNE

x

axe þ bxePEðx; tÞ þ cxeP
2
Eðx; tÞ

� �

þ
XNT

t

XNG

m

amg þ bmgPGðm; tÞ þ cmgP
2
Gðm; tÞ

� �
ð28Þ

where PE(x,t) denotes the active power output from the

generating unit at bus x at time t; PG(m,t) denotes the

injection power of natural gas at bus m at time t; axe/amg,

bxe/bmg and cxe/cmg are the cost coefficients of electricity /

natural gas; NE, NG and NT denote the number of electric

power system buses, the number of buses in the natural gas

network and the number of considered time periods,

respectively.

4.2 Constraints

4.2.1 Electricity transmission network

In an electricity transmission network, the optimal

power flow is subject to both equality and inequality con-

straints. The equality constraints contain the AC power

flow equations, as listed in (29)–(30). While the inequality

constraints consist of active and reactive power output

constraints of generators, limits of nodal voltage magni-

tudes and active power flows through power lines, which

are described by (31)–(34), respectively.

PEðx; tÞ � Peðx; tÞ � VxðtÞ
Xn
y¼1

VyðtÞðGxy cos hxyðtÞ

þ Bxy sin hxyðtÞÞ
¼ 0 ð29Þ

QEðx; tÞ � Qeðx; tÞ þ VxðtÞ
Xn
y¼1

VyðtÞðGxy sin hxyðtÞ

� Bxy cos hxyðtÞÞ
¼ 0 ð30Þ

PEx �PEðx; tÞ�PEx ð31Þ

QEx �QEðx; tÞ�QEx ð32Þ

Vx �VxðtÞ�Vx ð33Þ

PxyðtÞ
		 		 ¼ VxðtÞVyðtÞðGxy cos hxyðtÞ

		
þ Bxy sin hxyðtÞÞ � V2

x ðtÞGxy

		� �Pxy ð34Þ

where QE(x,t) represents the reactive power output from

the generating unit at bus x at time t; Pe(x,t) and Qe(x,t)

represent the active and reactive loads at bus x at time t,

respectively; PEx/QEx and PEx/QEx denote the lower/upper

limits of Pe(x,t)/Qe(x,t); Vx(t) and hx(t) represent the voltage
magnitude and phase angle of bus x at time t, respectively;

Vx and Vx denote the lower and upper limit of Vx(t); Gxy and

Bxy represent the real and imaginary parts of the x-yth entry

of the nodal admittance matrix, respectively.

4.2.2 Natural gas network

The steady state natural gas flow can be formulated

similar to the electric power flow, where the compression

stations and pipelines are treated as branches, while the

junction nodes and load nodes can be regarded as buses [6].

The net injection of natural gas at each bus equals to the

sum of natural gas flowing to its connected pipelines, and

can be expressed as:

PGðm; tÞ �
X
n2Nm

PmnðtÞ ¼ 0 ð35Þ

where Pmn(t) denotes the power rate of the natural gas

flowing through the pipeline from bus m to bus n at time

t.

The steady state natural gas flow rate through a pipeline

can be determined by its characteristics and the upstream

and downstream pressures, and expressed as:
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PmnðtÞ ¼ GHVkmnsmn

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
smnðp2mðtÞ � p2nðtÞÞ

q
ð36Þ

smn ¼
þ 1 pm � pn
� 1 pm\pn

�
ð37Þ

where pm(t) and pn(t) represent the gas pressures at buses

m and n at time t, respectively; GHV denotes the gross

heating value of natural gas; kmn is the transmission coef-

ficient of the pipeline from bus m to bus n, and depends on

the characteristics of this pipeline; smn = 1 or - 1 repre-

sents that the natural gas flowing from bus m to bus n or

vice versa.

During the natural gas transmission process, the gas

pressure will decrease due to the frictional resistances in

pipelines. In practice, a certain number of compression

stations will be installed in the natural gas network to

maintain the gas pressures at required levels. The operation

of compression stations can result in loss of natural gas

during the process, and be expressed as

PcomðtÞ ¼ kcomPmnðtÞðpmðtÞ � pkðtÞÞ ð38Þ

where Pcom(t) denotes the power of natural gas consumed

by the compression station at time t; kcom is a coefficient

related to the characteristics of the compression station;

pk(t) denotes the natural gas pressure before compression at

time t.

The natural gas transmission process is also subject to

several constraints, such as the compression ratio limit of

each compression station, nodal gas pressure constraints

and gas injection constraints. These constraints are

expressed as

1� pkðtÞ
pmðtÞ

�Rj j 2 Sc ð39Þ

pm � pmðtÞ� pm m 2 Sn ð40Þ

Psm �PsmðtÞ�Psm m 2 Sn ð41Þ

where Rj represents the max compression ratio of the j-th

compression station; pm(t) and Psm(t) respectively represent

the natural gas pressure and injected power rate at bus m at

time t; pm/Psm and pm/Psm denote the lower/upper limits of

pm(t)/Psm(t); Sc and Sn denote the sets of compression sta-

tions and buses in the natural gas system, respectively.

4.3 Solving approaches

IPOPT is employed to solve the upper-level nonlinear

programming problem, while CPLEX is utilized to solve

the lower-level quadratic programming problem. The cal-

culation method of electric nodal prices can be found in

[32], while the natural gas nodal prices are determined by

the dual variables of the equality constraint (36) at the

optimal solution point of the optimization model. The

proposed bi-level optimization of the MCE system is

solved through iterations between the two levels. The

flowchart for solving this bi-level programming based

multi-energy optimization model is shown in Fig. 2. In the

first iteration, the multi-carrier optimal power flow is

conducted based on the initialized energy demand at the

electric and natural gas buses specified according to his-

torical operation data. The iterative optimization process

will terminate when the specified convergence criterion is

reached; the convergence criterion is defined that the

variation of the total energy cost between two successive

iterations is less than a prespecified threshold e in this

work.

5 Case studies and discussions

A 4-bus multi-carrier system [6] and a larger test system

comprised of the revised IEEE 118-bus electric system and

20-bus Belgian natural gas network are employed to

illustrate the performances of the proposed method.

5.1 4-bus multi-energy test system

The 4-bus multi-carrier test system, shown in Fig. 3, is

introduced with some revisions to demonstrate the char-

acteristics of the proposed methodological framework. The

four SEHs, denoted as H1-H4, are interconnected through

electric power and natural gas systems in Fig. 3, while the

configurations of SEHs and the energy transmission sys-

tems can be modified to match real world cases. This test

system consists of two thermal power units G1 and G2, one

wind turbine WT and one natural gas source N. The

detailed test system configuration parameters and data are

available at Tables A1–A3 in ‘‘Appendix A’’.

Three scenarios are defined as follows.

1) Scenario A: the configurations of H1–H4 are illus-

trated in Fig. 1a.

2) Scenario B: the configurations of H1–H3 remain the

same with Scenario A, while both a P2G device and

energy storage devices are added to H4, as illustrated

in Fig. 1b.

3) Scenario C: the configurations of H1-H3 remain the

same with Scenario A, while a P2G device, a heat

pump device and an energy storage device are

equipped and IDR programs implemented at H4, as

illustrated in Fig. 1c.

The required iteration numbers of Scenario A, Scenario

B and Scenario C are 4, 4 and 5, respectively; the con-

sumed calculation time for Scenario A is 34.0s, for Sce-

nario B is 42.1 s and for Scenario C is 79.6 s. Simulation

results are analyzed and discussed as follows.
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1) Comparisons and analyses of day-ahead generating

unit schedules

The day-ahead scheduling costs and wind power uti-

lization rate in the above mentioned three scenarios are

listed in Table 1. The total energy costs in Scenario B and

C are lower by 2.13% and 3.35% respectively, than that in

Scenario A. The wind power utilization rates in Scenario B

and C are respectively 1.42% and 7.01% higher than that in

Scenario A. It can be concluded that the fuel costs of

thermal generating units can be considerably reduced, and

the renewable energy utilized more sufficiently by com-

prehensively employing the energy storage devices and DR

resources.

The schedules of thermal generating units, wind turbines

and SEHs throughout the operating day are demonstrated

in Fig. 4. During 2:00 am–6:00 am, actual wind power

outputs increase in Scenarios B and C, and the power

absorbed by SEHs increases simultaneously; during other

periods such as 11:00 am–21:00 am, SEHs start to release

the stored energy, and the outputs of thermal power units

G1 and G2 decrease in Scenarios B and C. It can be seen

that the thermal generating units, energy storages and DR

resources can be coordinated so as to adjust their inputs/

outputs to mitigate the fluctuations of wind power gener-

ation outputs and enhance the capability of accommodating

wind power. Meanwhile, the inputs/outputs of SEHs can

vary in a wide range so as to adapt to different operating

conditions, and this means that they are not only able to

produce energy but also absorb and store the surplus gen-

eration from renewable energy sources.

2) Effects of diversified storage devices

The detailed operation schedule of energy storages in

the MCE system in Scenario B is shown in Fig. 5. During

2:00 am–6:00 am, the estimated wind power generation is

considerably abundant, and even exceeds the total electri-

cal demand from these four SEHs. The energy storage

devices are operated to consume the surplus wind power

and release the stored energy during peak load periods. In

this way, the curtailment of wind power generation output

can be alleviated to some extent, and the energy utilization

efficiency increased at the same time. The introduction of

multi-carrier energy storages makes it possible to transform

the redundant wind power generation into natural gas or

heat and stored in different carriers, and in this way the

total storage capacity is increased for accommodating

renewable energy generation output.

As shown in Fig. 5, the batteries (electricity storages)

are the most preferred energy storage method due to their

minimum energy loss rates based on current technologies.

Fig. 2 Flow chart of solving the multi-carrier energy optimization

model

H1

H2

H4

H3

G1

G2

N

WT

1-2 1-3

2-4 3-4

Natural gas systemElectric power system;

Fig. 3 System configuration of a 4-bus multi-energy system
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However, the batteries suffer from expensive investment

costs and fast degradation rates, and hence their utilizations

are constrained. The P2G units will be dispatched if the

limits of battery charging/discharging power or capacities

are binding. The P2G units store energy in natural gas

storage tanks and pipelines, and then achieve large storage

capacities based on existing facilities. Similarly, the heat

storages do not have the highest priorities in storing the

excessive wind power generation, and their operation is

deeply affected by the operation of CHP units for balancing

the heat flows.

It can be observed that the surplus wind energy can be

stored in various energy carriers based on the infrastructure

of the MCE system and diversified storage devices, and

then the generalized energy storage capacity is increased.

Therefore, the advantages and characteristics of different

kinds of energy storage can be comprehensively employed

by complementing each other, and the operation efficiency

of Scenario B is superior to that of Scenario A, as shown in

Table 1 and Fig. 5.

3) Effects of IDRs

The detailed operating schedule of both energy storage

devices and IDRs in Scenario C is demonstrated in Fig. 6.

Apparently, the introduction of IDR schemes is useful for

enhancing the capability of accommodating the largest

amount of wind power generation during 02:00 am–06:00

am in Fig. 6, and leads to the minimum daily energy cost.

The simulation results demonstrate that the virtual storage

functions of the IDR scheme provide extra energy storage

(a) G1 and G2

(b) Wind turbines and SEHs
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Fig. 4 Day-ahead schedules of generators and SEHs

Fig. 5 Day-ahead diversified storage operating schedules

Table 1 Comparisons of energy costs and wind power utilization rates in three scenarios (m.u. = monetary units)

Scenario Total energy cost (m.u.) Fuel cost (m.u.) Natural gas cost (m.u.) Wind power utilization rate (%)

A 3626.6 2334.8 1291.9 84.74

B 3549.2 2253.3 1295.9 86.16

C 3505.1 2244.2 1260.9 91.75
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capacities for SEHs for optimizing their daily operation

schedules.

5.2 The revised IEEE 118-bus electric test system

and 20-bus Belgian natural gas network

The proposed method is further tested on a larger system

comprising of a revised IEEE 118-bus electric power sys-

tem and a 20-bus Belgian natural gas system [33, 34].

There are 40 gas-electric coupled buses formulated as

SEHs and 10 wind farms (WFs) assumed to be connected

to the buses in the electric power system. The detailed test

system configuration parameters and data are also available

at Table A4 in ‘‘Appendix A’’. The outputs of WFs are

assumed to be the same as those in the 4-bus test system,

while the electrical/heat loads are 20% of those in the 4-bus

test system.

The simulation results of the following three scenarios

are compared in this section.

1) Scenario I: the configurations of all SEHs are

illustrated in Fig. 1a.

2) Scenario II: the SEHs that are directly connected to

WFs are assumed to be equipped with the diversified

storage devices and IDR programs, as illustrated in

Fig. 1c.

3) Scenario III: on the basis of Scenario II, the IDR

programs are further integrated into all SEHs.

The iteration numbers of Scenario I, Scenario II and

Scenario III are 4, 5 and 13, respectively; the consumed

calculation time for Scenario I is 343.7s, for Scenario II is

525.4s, and for Scenario III is 1601.9s. As the proposed

method is employed to attain the day-ahead schedule of a

multi-carrier energy system, the calculation time con-

sumption is acceptable.

Comparisons of operation costs and wind power uti-

lization rates are listed in Table 2, while the compositions

of electricity productions from various energy sources in

three scenarios are shown in Table 3. The actual wind

power outputs of WF1 in three scenarios throughout the

day are compared in Fig. 7. It is shown that the curtailment

of excessive wind power generation can be significantly

relieved through the proposed schemes in a MCE system.

Meanwhile, the cost of the natural gas system can be sig-

nificantly reduced, as parts of terminal gas demands are

supplied by the SNG produced by P2G devices. In Scenario

III, as the IDR programs are extensively implemented, the

economic efficiency of the MCE system and the

Fig. 6 Day-ahead schedules of diversified storage devices and IDRs

Table 3 Compositions of electricity productions from different

energy sources in three scenarios

Scenario I II III

Thermal generators (p.u.) 384.8 380.7 375.2

CHP (p.u.) 222.0 178.8 176.1

Wind power (p.u.) 349.8 374.9 390.0

Table 2 Comparisons of energy costs and wind power utilization

rates in three scenarios

Scenario I II III

Fuel cost (m.u.) 1137.0 1111.2 1067.0

Natural gas cost (m.u.) 6177.9 5500.4 4862.7

Total energy cost (m.u.) 7314.9 6611.5 5929.7

Wind power utilization (%) 84.95 91.03 94.70

Fig. 8 Electric and heat demand profiles at SEH 5 in three scenarios

Fig. 7 Actual wind power outputs of WF1 in three scenarios
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accommodating capability for renewable energy generation

are further enhanced.

The demand profiles of electric power and heat at SEH 5

in Scenarios I and III are compared in Fig. 8. Comparing

Fig. 8 with Fig. 7, it can be inferred that, the electric power

demand in Scenario III is higher than that in Scenario I as

the result of the implementation of DRs during 2:00 am–

6:00 am when wind power generation is abundant. Corre-

spondingly, the CHP units will reduce their outputs to

match this situation, and hence the heat demand is

decreased. The electric power demands at 12:00 pm, 20:00

pm and 22:00 pm are high because the wind power outputs

at these three time periods are relatively high. According to

the energy conservation principle, the electric power

demand is decreased and the heat demand is increased in

other periods.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, a SEH modeling framework considering

the inclusions of P2G devices, heat pumps, diversified

storage devices and flexible loads is first proposed, and an

optimized IDR scheme is designed on this basis to manage

the demand side resources. Subsequently, a day-ahead

optimal operation strategy of a MCE system including

interconnected SEHs and multi-carrier energy production

as well as the transmission system is presented to improve

the economic efficiency of the whole system and to

enhance the capability of accommodating renewable

energy generation. Finally, two test systems are employed

to demonstrate the feasibility and efficiency of the

proposed method, as well as the potentials of the diversified

storages and IDR scheme.

The emerging interconnected/integrated energy system

makes energy storage methods more diversified and com-

plicated, since the allocations of energy storage devices are

impacted by various energy carriers. It is noteworthy that

energy storage devices are easy to control but their per-

formances are restricted by technical parameters such as

capacities and charge/discharge rates. On the other hand,

the DR resources at the side of users generally involve

lower construction investment and operation costs, but

their implementations are limited by the comfort require-

ments of customers. Further modeling of diversified stor-

ages and DRs will be focused on their complementation

characteristics.
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Appendix A

Table A1 Parameters of the 4-bus MCE system

Electricity network

Electric line Z12 = 0.3 ? j0.9 p.u., Y12 = j1.5 9 10-6 p.u.

Z13 = 0.2 ? j0.9 p.u., Y13 = j2.5 9 10-6p.u.

Z23 = 0.1 ? j0.4 p.u., Y23 = j3.5 9 10-6p.u.

Z24 = 0.1 ? j0.4 p.u., Y24 = j4.5 9 10-6p.u.

Z34 = 0.1 ? j0.4 p.u., Y34 = j4.5 9 10-6p.u.

G1 aG1 = 0 m.u., bG1 = 12 m.u./p.u., cG1 = 0.12 m.u./p.u.2, slack type, V1 = 1.05 \ 0�, 2.5 B PG1 B ??

G2 aG2 = 0 m.u., bG2 = 15 m.u./p.u., cG2 = 0.15 m.u./p.u.2, PQ type, 2.5 B PG2 B 5

WT aWT = 0 m.u., bWT = 0 m.u./p.u., cWT = 0 m.u./p.u.2, 0 B PWT B WTmax(t)

Node voltage amplitude 0.9 B |Vi| B 1.1

Natural gas network

Pipe GHV�k12 = 4.5; GHV�k13 = 4.5; GHV�k24 = 3.0; GHV�k34 = 3.0

C12,C13 GHV�kC12 = GHV�kC13 = 0.5 p.u.-1, 1.2 B pm/pk B 1.8

N aN = 0 m.u., bN = 5 m.u./p.u., cN = 0 m.u./p.u.2, slack type

Node gas pressure 0.8 B piB1.2

SEH

Converters gT = 0.90, gCHPe = 0.30, gCHPh = 0.40, gFUR = 0.75, ge2g = 0.60, COPh = 3
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Table A3 Electrical load, heat load and wind power for a typical winter workday

Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Electrical load (m.u.) 6.70 6.30 6.00 5.90 5.90 6.00 7.40 8.60

Heat load (m.u.) 8.0 7.44 7.44 6.96 6.96 6.56 6.24 6.24

Wind power (m.u.) 1.72 2.9 3 3 2.9 2.93 2.62 2.73

Time 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Electrical load(m.u.) 9.50 9.60 9.60 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.30 9.40

Heat load (m.u.) 5.84 5.60 5.44 5.68 5.60 5.84 5.76 6.24

Wind power (m.u.) 1.24 0.82 1.24 1.6 1.08 0.84 0.8 0.96

Time 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Electrical load(m.u.) 9.90 10.00 10.00 9.60 9.10 8.30 7.30 6.30

Heat load (m.u.) 6.40 6.40 7.2 6.96 7.36 7.44 7.84 7.68

Wind power (m.u.) 1.02 0.7 0.58 1.42 0.88 2.2 2.4 1.6

Table A2 Constraint parameters of energy storage and demand response

Batteries Se
min = 0.2 p.u., Se

max = 1.0 p.u., 0 B Ee
I(t), Ee

O(t) B 0.2 p.u., Se (0) = 0.2 p.u.; nI = 0.9, nO = 0.9, c = 1.0

Heat storage devices Sh
min = 0.0 p.u., Sh

max = 1.0 p.u., 0 B Eh
I (t), Eh

O(t) B 0.2 p.u., Sh (0) = 0.0 p.u.; nI = 0.9, nO = 0.9, c = 0.01

Natural gas storage tanks Sg
min = 0.0 p.u., Sg

max = 10.0 p.u., 0 B Eg(t) B 0.4 p.u., Sg(0) = 5.0 p.u.

Electricity demand response Dle0
min = - 10%, Dle0

max = 10%, be0 = 0.0; Dle1
min = - 10%, Dle1

max = 10%, be1 = 1.0

Heat demand response Dlh0
min = - 10%, Dlh0

max = 10%, bh0 = 0.0; Dlh1
min = - 10%, Dlh1

max = 10%, bh1 = 1.0

Table A4 Connection relations among SEHs, wind farms as well as electric and natural gas networks

SEH No. Electric bus No. Gas node No. Wind power injection SEH No. Electric bus No. Gas node No. Wind power injection

1 11 1 21 54 11

2 12 1 22 55 11

3 13 2 23 56 12 WF5

4 14 2 24 57 12 WF6

5 15 3 WF1 25 58 13

6 16 3 26 59 13

7 17 4 27 60 14

8 18 4 WF2 28 74 14

9 19 5 29 75 15

10 20 5 30 76 15 WF7

11 39 6 31 77 16 WF8

12 40 6 32 78 16 WF9

13 41 7 WF3 33 79 17 WF10

14 42 7 WF4 34 80 17

15 43 8 35 81 18

16 44 8 36 82 18

17 45 9 37 83 19

18 46 9 38 84 19

19 47 10 39 85 20

20 48 10 40 86 20
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